MILK FORM

As a student enrolled in KCC’s Preschool, 2% milk will be provided for your child during snack and at lunch, if staying all day.

Please mark YES/NO below for EACH question.

YES  NO  I would like my child to receive milk during his/her snack time.

*If marking NO, you are indicating you will provide water or milk for your child every day. DO NOT send sugary drinks as a replacement as we will not allow them. Water or a milk alternative are acceptable replacements only.

YES  NO  I would like my child to receive milk during his/her lunch time (if staying extended day).

*If marking NO, you are indicating you will provide water or milk for your child. DO NOT send sugary drinks as a replacement for milk as we will not allow them. Water or a milk alternative are acceptable replacements only.

In addition, KCC requests all parents to provide a water bottle for their child. The water bottle should contain a lid that is spill proof. Plan to have the water bottle stay at school for the week.

_____________________________________             ________________
Parent/Guardian Signature                  Date